
Internet Speculation Business

Internet speculation business is a relatively new business that came with the introduction of 
internet, domain names, media accounts and profiles. This business can easily make you an 
overnight millionaire depending on how good, fast and predictive you are. Some have 
described it as gambling but the success rate of ISB is quite high and the longer you have 
been in the business, the higher your success rate. Mike Mann, one of the success story in 
this business, was once reported to have bought 14,962 domain names in 24hours just to 
increase his chances of getting the dream payday. Currently he earns over $400,000/month 
just doing internet speculation business through his company DomainMarket.com.

Now I am sure your question is, “what does this business entail?”. For easy understanding, I 
will divide the business into three; Domain speculation, Account speculation and Profile 
sales. 



 Domain Name Speculation: According to Wikipedia, “is the practice of identifying and 
registering or acquiring internet domain names as an investment with the intent of 
selling them later for a profit”. A domain speculator watches out for trending names, 
generic words, and potential new companies names, then they register them as 
domains, wait patiently then sell it at a profitable price. Domain names can be 
acquired for as little as $10 and sold for $millions. Examples are VacationRentals.com 
was sold $35million in 2007, sex.com for $14million in 2010, FB.com bought by 
Facebook for $8.5million in 2010 and so many others. Domain speculators mostly use 
GoDaddy.com to monitor most sort after web names and trending web name search.

 Social Media Account Speculation: This is similar to domain name speculation 
however in the case social media account name speculation, the speculator opens 
social media accounts using trending names, generic words, existing company names 
and potential new company names, with the intent of selling them later for a profit. 
With the current trend, most companies want to be represented on social media, a 
good speculator opens these accounts for free then sell for thousands dollars. What 
a speculator is selling is the name and not the account par say. For example 
@Chelseafc (twitter account) was bought recently by Chelsea FC and it was reported 
to worth millions of dollars.

 Profile Sales: This is selling off of profiles; websites, blogs or social media account 
that has been nurtured and currently enjoy traffic to interested buyers at profitable 
amount. This does not really require speculation rather it only requires opening these 
accounts and nurturing them. The sale can be directly to interested buyer or through 
third party, example of such third parties include ViralAccounts.com, ebay.com, 
webucator.com. Using third parties price vary from $50 to $10,000 per account.

Internet Speculation business requires expertise, you get better with trials and you also have 
to devote time to follow up with people and trends. Happy Making Money Online!


